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Abstract: Chronological Text Mining (CTM) is concerned with discover chronological patterns in text information collected over time. 
Since most text information bears some timestamps, CTM has many applications in several spheres, such as succinct actions in 
broadcast objects and close-fitting exploration trends in scientific literature. In this paper, we study a particular CTM task {discovering 
and summarizing the evolutionary patterns of themes in a script torrent. We term this fresh script excavating difficult in addition present 
general probabilistic methods for solving this problem through (1) discovering hidden themes from text; (2) constructing development 
graph of themes; and (3) analyzing life cycles of themes. Our approach to this problem combines an extension of Factorial Hidden 
Markov models for topic detection tracking with exponential order data for implicit records reminder. Investigates arranged script in 
addition communication records crowds indication that the interplay of classification and topic detection tracking improves the accuracy 
of both classification and detection tracking. Even a little noise in topic assignments can mislead the traditional algorithms. 
By using this intensive data detects noisy data in this approach. 
 
Keywords: Hidden Markov Model, Topic Detection Tracking, Theme Segmentation and Association. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
When following a news event, the content and the 
chronological information are both important factors in 
understanding the development and the dynamics of the 
news topic over time. At the time of recognizing human 
activity, that observed person often performs a variety of 
tasks in parallel, each with a different intensity, and this 
intensity changes over time. Both examples have in common 
a concept of classification: e.g., documents are classified into 
events, and actions classified into activities. One more 
common point is the chronological feature: the intensity of 
each topic or activity changes over time. Popular a torrent of 
arriving communication used for sample, we need near 
companion apiece correspondence respectively a concern, 
and then model explode and changes in the frequency of 
emails of apiece subject. A unassuming slant near this 
delinquent would stay near main reflect combining each 
correspondence with a topic using some supervised, semi-
supervised or invalid (clustering) method; thus segmenting 
the joint stream into a stream for each topic. Then, using 
only data from each individual topic, we could identify 
explode and changes in topic activity over time. In this 
traditional view (Kleinberg, 2003), the data association 
(topic segmentation) problem and the burst detection 
(intensity estimation) problem are viewed as two distinct 
tasks. However, this separation gives the impression deviant 
and introduces additional partiality near the classic. We 
chain the errands of records overtone and detection tracking 
into a single model, where we allow the chronological 
information to influence classification. The perception is that 
by using chronological information the classification would 
improve, and by improved organization the topic detection 
and topic content evolution tracking also advantage. Our 
approach combines an extension of Factorial Hidden Markov 
models (Ghahramani & Jordan, 1995) for topic detection 
tracking with exponential order statistics for implicit data. 

Additionally, we express the use of a switching Kalman 
Filter to track content evolution of the topic over time. Our 
approach is general in the sense that it can be combined with 
a variety of learning techniques; we demonstrate this 
flexibility by applying it is valid and invalid settings. 
Experimental results show that the interplay of classification 
and topic detection tracking improves accuracy of both 
classification and detection tracking. More specifically, our 
contributions are: 
 A modeling trick which uses exponential order 

information to achieve contained data association.  
 This idea allows us to make an inflexible data association 

problem tractable for exact deduction, and is of 
independent interest.  

 The general experimental assessment is to valid and 
invalid setting on synthetic as well as two real world 
datasets.  

 Managing the explosion of electronic document archives 
requires new tools for automatically organizing, searching, 
indexing, and browsing outsized assortment. Modern delve 
interested in contraption knowledge along with 
information has urbanized fresh procedure used for 
pronouncement prototype of terminology inside 
manuscript collected works by means of hierarchical 
probabilistic.  

 These models are called “topic models” because the 
discovered patterns often reflect the underlying subject 
which pooled toward outward appearance the credentials. 
Such hierarchical probabilistic representations are 
smoothly 

 
widespread en route for supplementary manner of 
information; for case in point, matter reproduction comprise 
be present worn toward scrutinize descriptions, biological 
data, and survey data. Department are assumed to be 
independently drawn from a mixture of multinomial. The 
mixing proportions are randomly drawn for each document; 
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the mixture components, or topics, are shared by all 
documents. Thus, each document reflects the components 
with different proportions. These models are a powerful 
method of dimensionality reduction for large collections of 
unstructured documents. Moreover, posterior inference at the 
document level is useful for information retrieval, 
classification, and topic-directed browsing. Treating words 
exchangeable is a simplification that it is consistent with the 
goal of identifying the semantic themes within each 
document. For many collections of interest, however, the 
implicit assumption of exchangeable documents is 
inappropriate. Document collections such as scholarly 
papers, correspondence, broadcast objects, as well as quest 
probe records all reflect evolving content. For example, the 
Science article “The Brain of Professor Labored” may be on 
the same scientific path as the article “Reshaping the Cortical 
Motor Map by Unmasking Concealed Authority,” followed 
by the understanding of neural sculpture scrutiny copious 
unusual in 1903 than it prepared in 1991. The subjects in an 
article assembly progress completed period, and it is of 
interest to explicitly model the dynamics of the underlying 
topics. 

 
2. Related Work 
 
RED was firstly proposed and defined by Yang et al, and an 
agglomerative clustering algorithm (augmented Group 
Average Clustering, GAC) was proposed in that paper, but 
since then there are few right-on-the-target research work 
reported. But a similar topic, New Event Detection (NED), 
has been extensively studied. It is noted that some 
researchers use very similar algorithms to perform both NED 
and RED. Consequently, we essentially analysis the 
preceding effort scheduled NED in this division. The mainly 
existing come close to of NED was wished-for by Allan et al. 
and Yang et al., into which papers are processed via an on-
line method. Here such on-line systems, whilst receiving 
content, the correlation with the incoming content and the 
recognized events (sometime represented by a centroid) are 
computed, and followed by a entry is practical to put 
together assessment whether the next text is the first 
chronicle of a new result or a chronicle of various notorious 
experience.  
 
Modifications to this loom may be summarized from two 
aspects: better account of stuffing and make use of of time in 
sequence. From the facet of utilizing the filling, TF-IDF is 
still the main system for text depiction, and cosine 
comparison is the usually used connection metric. Though, 
many adjustments have been wished-for in modern time. 
Some work center on sentence new space metrics, such as 
the Hollinger space metric [5]. But more installation center 
of attention on finding better representations of documents, 
i.e. feature selection. Yang et al. organize papers into special 
groups, and then impassive stop words with deference to the 
information enclosed by each grouping. Important progresses 
were statements by them.  
 
The usage of named entities have been calculated, such as in 
Allan et al. [2], Yang et al. and Lam et al., but there are yet 
no generally acknowledged conclusions on whether named 
entities are useful. Reweighting of expressions is another 
main method, firstly proposed by Allan et al. in [2]. In, Yang 

et al. proposed to re-weight both named entities and non-
named terms with respect to data within each category. 
Latest journals of Kumaran et al. [6] recapitulate the work in 
this direction and proposed some expansions. They exploited 
to use both text sorting and named entities to improve the act 
of NED. In their work, stop words are indifferent inured on 
categories, similarly with the scheme of Yang et al., but they 
relaxed the constraint on document comparison: the external 
document were compared with all documents instead of only 
papers belonging to the same group. Then each document 
was represented by three vectors: the whole terms, named 
entities and no named entity terms. But there are no over and 
over best representations of papers for all categories. From 
the aspect of utilizing time information, generally 
communication, there are two kinds of usages. Some 
approaches, such as the on-line nearest neighbor approach 
discussed above, only use the chronological order of 
documents. The further approaches, such as and [5] use 
rotting functions to modify the similarity metrics of the 
contents. A unique thinking of NED is proposed by Zhang et 
al., in which the authors distinguished the concepts of 
relevance and redundancy, and squabble that relevance and 
redundancy should be modeled individually. 

 
3.  Proposed System Evolution 

 
3.1  Data Association for Topic detection Tracking 
 
Once the subsequent reports the occurrence, the satisfied and 
the chronological information are both important factors in 
accepting the progress and the dynamics of the news area 
more time. When recognizing human action, the observed 
person often performs an assortment of tasks in similar, each 
with a different passion, and this passion vary over time. 
Both examples contain in familiar the opinion of 
categorization: e.g., regulate credentials interested in 
concern, in addition to dealings addicted to proceedings. 
Another general point is the chronological aspect: the force 
of each topic or action changes over era 
 
In a flow of next email for example, we want to relate each 
email with an issue, and then model explode and changes in 
the regularity of emails of each topic. A simple approach to 
this trouble would be to first believe associating each email 
with a topic by several supervised, semi-supervised or 
unsupervised (clustering) method; thus segmenting the joint 
flow into a flow for each issue. Then, using only data from 
each entity theme, we could identify burst and changes in 
topic activity over time. In this traditional view (Kleinberg, 
2003), the data organization (topic segmentation) problem 
and the explode finding (intensity estimation) setback are 
viewed as two separate errands. Yet, this partition seems 
deviant and introduces extra fancy to the copy. We combine 
the responsibilities of data organization and passion tracking 
into only form.  

 
The feeling is that by sequential in sequence the sorting 
would advance, and by improved sorting the topic passion 
and topic substance progress tracking also profit. 
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4. Multimodal Retrospectives News Event 
Finding Process 

 
As states above, both news articles and events could be 
signified by two types of in sequence: filling and timestamps. 
These two kinds of in sequence have different characters, 
thus, we advise a multi-modal approach to incorporate them 
in a combined probabilistic support. 
 
4.1 Representations of News Articles and News Events 
 
According to the data about reports, news expose can be 
further being by four types of in sequence: who (people), 
when (era), where (spots) and what (keywords). Also, a news 
result also can be being by peoples, time (defined as the era 
between the first item and the last item), spots and keywords. 
For news article, the timestamp is a discrete value, while for 
news event. Its time consists of two values. As a result, we 
define news article and event as: article = {persons, spots, 
keywords, and era} event = {persons, spots, keywords, and 
era}. The keywords being the remains contents behind 
removing named entities and stop words. The contents of 
news items are separated into three types of information. In 
order to shorten our copy, we guess the four types of 
information of a news item are free: 
p(article)=p(persons)p(spots)p(keywords)p(era)generally, 
there are many named entities and keywords in news items, 
and we generally term them as entity in this thesis. As an 
effect, there are three types of entities, and each type of 
article has its own term space. 
 
4.2 The Generative Model of News articles 
 
According to the first point of news items and actions, the 
making methods of news articles can be modeled by a 
generative model. The substantial and timestamps of news 
articles are diverse features; we form them with special types 
of models.  
 
Contents the carrier of terms form is an important symbol of 
documents, with the Naive Bayes (NB) classifier basing 
lying on this form factory extremely well on several content 
sorting and clustering errands [8]. Hence, presently similar to 
in NB, we utilize combination of unigram form to form 
inside. It is mainly to communication that identity and spot 
entities are main in turn of reports articles, but they only take 
a tiny part of the stuffing. If we form the entire stuffing with 
one form, this main in turn may be beset by keywords. Thus, 
we form persons, spot and keywords by three models, 
although as will cause extra computational outlay 

 

 
 

Timestamps As states in the earlier sector, each result match 
to a crest on articles count-time supply whether it can be 
practical or not. In further terms, the division is a 
combination of many distributions of proceedings. A crest is 
habitually mock-up by a Gaussian chore, where imply is the 
spot of the crest and the variance is the duration of event. As 
a result, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is chosen to model 
timestamps. So, the whole model is the grouping of the four 
combination models: three assortments of unigram forms and 
one GMM. 

 
4.3 Event Summarization 
 
In scrutinize, there are two ways to review news events. On 
the one hand, we can prefer some features with the most 
probabilities to be experience. For pattern, for experience, 
the ’protagonist’ is the self with the maximum p(personp|ei). 
Spots and keywords can be chosen similarly. Still, the study 
capabilities of such summarizations are awful. So, as a 
different way, we wish one new object as the diplomat for 
each news incident. 
 

 
Figure2: Summary of the proposed multi-modal RED Algorithm 
 
5. Application: Hiscovery System 
 
By using event discovery algorithm, we assemble a study 
method, HISCOVERY (History discovery), in that we offer 
two valuable utilities: snap journal and Chronicle. In 
HISCOVERY, reports objects arrive as of 12 reports spots, 
such as MSNBC, CNN and BBC. We run a web flatterer 
previously to get before news articles, and starting 
afterwards, just mention the front pages of these sites to get 
the newest news objects. 
 
5.1 Photo Story 
 
Photo story is a loaded illustration of the ancient times news 
trial belonging to positive subject (e.g. “Halloween” is a 
theme, but each year’s Halloween is an event). Generally, 
there is useful imagery embedding in news articles, which 
are very helpful to show news events. By the projected RED 
advance, news articles and their similes are related with 
found actions. Figure 5 illustrates the user line of Photo 
Story. Actions and reviews are shown by their chronological 
order. We also use computer revelation technology to detect 
interest attracting areas (e.g. human faces), and next 
formulate a slides-show which accentuate on these parts 
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5.2 Chronicle 
 
Chronicles (e.g. chronicle of George W. Bush) grant very 
useful information, which are ready physically by editors or 
account researchers currently.  

 
In HISCOVERY, the making of a history is form by three 
steps: i) user goes during an issue, just resembling the 
uncertainty in Web explore engine, User line of snapshot 
Story.  

 

 
 
In this base district shows actions given in chronological 
classify (the event is represented by a collect of images), and 
the circled event is recent event; the slide show of recent 
affair s provided at the top left area; and related review is 
offered at the top exact part ii) HISCOVERY searches our 
intelligence mass to assemble related articles, and iii) the 
structure utilizes the projected RED advance to spot actions 
belonging to this subject and then variety summaries of 
events in chronological order. Since we have the images of 
the events, some representative images can also be shown in 
the ending report.  
 
6. Conclusions 
 
Data streams normally include secreted chronological theme 
structures which eliminate how diverse themes each other 
and progress over time. Discovering such evolutionary theme 
patterns can not only reveal the hidden topic structures, but 
as well it can ease routing and concern of in sequence based 
on important thematic outfit. In this paper, we propose 
general probabilistic approaches to learn evolutionary theme 
patterns from text streams in a fully void. To discover the 
evolutionary theme graph, our method would first produce 
word bunch (i.e., themes) for each instance period and then 
use the Kullback-Leibler variation of confidence agree on to 
determine consistent themes over time. Such an increase 
figure can rendering how subject adjust over time and how 
one issue in one time time has other themes in shortly 
episode. By using method unseen Markov models for 
analyzing the life cycle of each argument and expected this 
sequential method. This process would first notice the 
worldwide moving themes and then entire the strength of a 
theme in each time time. This allows us to not only see the 
fashion of vigor difference of theme. By using this 

summarization method it covers frequently related themes 
are produce the chronologically. This can gives good reliable 
data. 
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